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1. Introduction 
For the successful implementation of the energy transition, grid expansion across all voltage levels is 

indispensable. Due to acceptance problems and lengthy approval procedures, it is becoming 

increasingly difficult to expand the grid in time to meet demand. In order to meet future challenges, 

innovative concepts in system operation are required. As part of the InnoSys 2030 research project, a 

system operation process and corresponding curative technology concepts (HVDC, power stations, grid 

boosters, PST, topology switching measures, distribution grid flexibility) were therefore developed to 

enable more efficient and higher utilisation of the transmission system grid, primarily through the 

application of curative measures [1].  

The research project focused on the target year 2030. The implementation of the concepts can take 

place successively in various forms. The roadmap described in this document shows how the application 

of curative measures is already possible before 2030 through initial development steps. Other 

developments, however, will not be completed until after 2030 because the required level of 

technological maturity is not expected to be reached by 2030.  

Technical, regulatory and procedural prerequisites must be created for the implementation of the 

concepts, which in some cases involves very extensive developments in the relevant areas. 

Furthermore, various stakeholders must be involved to create the necessary conditions and make the 

development steps possible. The aim of this document is to highlight the most important fields of action 

in terms of the roadmap, so that with their implementation the curative technology concepts dealt with 

in InnoSys 2030 can be successfully applied. 

The individual focal points of the InnoSys roadmap are discussed below. Chapter 2 lists different stages 

of evolution, showing a step-by-step implementation of the concepts. Chapter 3 describes the most 

important fields of action and Chapter 4 concludes the document with a conclusion and outlook. 

Further concepts and results from InnoSys 2030 are available in additional documents and in the official 

final report1. 

  

 
1 Further documents at www.InnoSys2030.de - Project Results 

https://www.innosys2030.de/
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2. Evolution stages 
Due to the complexity of the concepts developed and the accompanying implementation measures, a 

step-by-step implementation is recommended. A possible implementation could be done in three stages, 

as shown in Figure 2-1. Thus, already in the first stage (piloting & testing), benefits in terms of higher 

utilisation can be achieved by implementing curative measures in pilot projects. With the second stage 

(raising curative potentials), higher utilisation potentials can be raised through new curative degrees of 

freedom in grid operations management. The third stage (standardised use) can be reached at the 

earliest from 2030 onwards due to complex dependencies and time-consuming developments. The 

prerequisites for rapid implementation are prompt processing of all fields of action, achievement of the 

required level of technological maturity for the relevant systems and support from the relevant 

stakeholders. In principle, it is conceivable that certain technology concepts can already be fully applied 

by 2030 and others only to a limited extent, e.g. due to a lack of framework conditions. It should be taken 

into account that the fields of action and development steps are partly interdependent, which makes 

their implementation more complex. 

 

Figure 2-1: Evolutionary stages in the InnoSys roadmap 

Stage 1: Testing & piloting 
Stage 1 can be implemented in the short term (2023-2025) due to the lower technical complexity and 

the associated reduced development effort. In this stage, the first curative measures can be used, which 

can be described primarily by low application capacities, direct controllability (within control zones) and 

little coordination effort (e.g. grid booster pilot projects). The exploration of the first pilot plants allows 

the relevant systems and processes to be upgraded. Curative measures can be taken into account in 
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the grid security calculation of operational planning and real-time operation, so that the operational 

planner or grid operator can evaluate their effectiveness. The application of the measures is specified 

once in the design. In the operational processes, an optimised determination of specified points of 

operation is not possible at first. The measures are only used for the relief of predefined circuits. The 

focus is not on the cross-regulatory application of curative measures. 

Stage 2: Raising of curative potentials 
Within stage 2, the concepts will be further developed in the medium term (2025-2030) and new 

functions (e.g. operational dimensioning of curative measures in 4-TSO operational planning, 

consideration in international operational planning tools, DSA, operational TATL calculation, etc.) can 

be used. The entry into operation of power flow control equipment (PST and HVDC) makes further 

actuators available for curative application. Scheduling is becoming increasingly flexible. By considering 

the curative measures as degrees of freedom in the power flow optimisation, the application can be 

adapted to the grid situation. Remotely parameterisable Special Protection Schemes (SpPS) allow a 

mode of operation adapted to the grid situation. Further progress has been made in upgrading 

switchyards that significantly limit the potential for higher capacity utilisation. Through the introduction 

of redundancy concepts, higher application rates of curative measures can be permitted. The grid 

control system takes on a more important role in triggering curative measures, as additional actuators 

can be more easily integrated into the concepts through central control. The expansion of the control 

centre coupling also allows systemic coordination and triggering of curative measures within Germany 

across control zones. 

Stage 3: Standardised use 
Stage 3 can probably only be achieved in the long term (from 2030). Depending on prioritisation, 

however, it is also conceivable that individual developments or concepts can be implemented earlier. 

The framework conditions are fulfilled to the extent that all InnoSys technology concepts can be used 

for curative applications across control areas and voltage levels. In this stage, flexibility from the 

distribution grid and conventional power stations (especially gas, combined cycle gas turbine plants and 

pumped storage power plants) are becoming increasingly important, as the conclusion of corresponding 

time-intensive developments (data requirements, framework agreements, exchange platforms, 

communication, etc.) allows faster integration into the application concepts. The systems in the control 

centres of the grid operators have been upgraded to the extent that the application can be updated in 

real time and optimised by tools if necessary. This includes, among other things, the further development 

of algorithms (e.g. by using artificial intelligence) and a high degree of automation. By fully considering 

the concepts in national as well as European tools and processes, curative measures become standard 

measures in congestion management. In addition, this facilitates coordination between the grid 

operators. The introduction of new and the further development of existing wide-area monitoring 

systems offer new possibilities in identifying faults and triggering curative measures. Legal regulations 
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and faster approval processes allow for a temporary increase in capacity utilisation for the majority of 

the relevant circuits and thus also for curative application.  

The implementation of curative congestion management is not yet complete when the third stage is 

reached. Subsequently, the established functions will be successively developed and improved. As the 

prerequisites for curative application are fulfilled across technologies with the third stage, the number of 

curative applications will increase significantly in the period 2030-2040. 
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3. Fields of action 
For the implementation of the InnoSys system operation concept, developments in different areas are 

required. The most important fields of action are shown in Figure 3-1.  

 

 
Figure 3-1: InnoSys fields of action for the implementation of curative congestion management 

In the following subchapters, the individual developmental steps are described on the basis of the 

evolutionary stages. It should be emphasised that implementation within the fields of action is in some 

cases associated with a high expenditure of resources, which cannot be explicitly quantified in this 

roadmap. This should be taken into account accordingly in the implementation planning. In addition, 

training is required before entry into operation or introducing new systems, which also needs to be taken 

into account. This applies in particular to the fields of action “processes” and “system operation tools”. 

3.1 Primary technology and technologies for curative application 
The technologies for curative application are already partially available today and are being tested in 

the first evolutionary stage in the form of pilot projects. These include, for example, mains booster 

systems and, if necessary, individual phase-shifting transformers. In the medium term, further actuators 

will be added in accordance with grid development planning, which can also be used curatively, thus 

significantly increasing the potential of curative system operation (especially HVDC systems and further 

PST). In the long term, it will theoretically be possible to use all the actuators covered in InnoSys 2030. 

Even if, for example, distribution grid flexibilities are already available today for preventive congestion 

management, the necessary preconditions must still be created in other fields of action so that they can 
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also be fully used curatively. In some cases, however, such actuators can also be tested in earlier stages 

– possibly with constraints. As positive findings progress, curative system operation should then be 

explicitly taken into account in the grid planning processes as grid optimisation (in the sense of the 

NOVA principle) of existing or planned assets.  

Furthermore, the additional demand for reactive power compensation systems, which is associated with 

curative system operation, should also be taken into account. 

 

Figure 3-2: Development of primary technology and technologies for curative application 

In the first evolution stage, switchyards that limit the higher utilisation can only be upgraded in individual 

cases, which is related to the time required for upgrading. The focus will be on switchgear panels that 

are within the monitoring range of the pilot projects and severely limit the curative potential due to low 

switchyards congestion currents. The upgrading will be steadily continued, so that in the medium term 

significantly fewer switchyards will be limiting. The focus in the second stage will be on circuits that are 

in the relief area of HVDC and PST. If a solution can be found to temporarily increase the capacity 

utilisation of switchyards, the effort required to upgrade switchyards will be reduced in the long term. 

3.2 Secondary technology 
In the field of action “secondary technology”, the focus is on the topics of connecting actuators, installing 

sensors, further development of protection systems and special protection schemes corresponding to 

Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3: Development of the secondary technology 

With regard to the connection of actuators, the first step in the roadmap is to take stock of the current 

connection of possible actuators for curative congestion management. Based on this, initial activities to 

upgrade slow communication routes can be initiated, if necessary. In the medium term, interfaces and 

communication routes will be expanded for cross-control-zone control. This applies to both the interface 

at grid control system level and at station control level. In the last stage, all relevant actuators can be 

controlled. To this end, solutions for the rapid control of power stations and flexibilities from subordinate 

grids must be implemented above all. 

In the development field of sensors, the first step is to install a few temperature sensors for validation 

purposes of thermal equipment models. Circuits in the monitoring area of pilot plants (e.g. grid boosters) 

are particularly suitable for this. In a second step, the observability of distribution grids will be improved 

so that the retrieval of flexibility from the distribution grid can be reliably designed in preparation for 

nationwide or standardised application. In the last step, the PMU grid in the transmission system grid 

will be expanded to such an extent that it can be used for rapid status detection but also in so-called 

Special Protection Schemes. 
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In the development field of protection technology, the protection limit values for selected circuits will be 

increased in the first few years through appropriate parameterisation of the protection devices so that 

they do not restrict the curative potential, similar to the control panel upgrade. These improvements will 

be continued in the following years as the transmission system grid develops further, so that in the final 

stage of development, protection will no longer be a limiting factor. At the same time, innovative 

protection algorithms are being investigated and evaluated. However, alternative methods are not 

expected to be implemented until well after 2030. 

The fourth field deals with further development of the Special Protection Schemes. The first stage is 

primarily concerned with making the system more flexible. In this stage, the automatic systems used in 

the pilot projects can already be partially adjusted via the grid control system with regard to limit values 

and reactions. In the second stage, cross-control-zone use will also be possible, which will significantly 

increase the monitoring range and the portfolio of actuators that can be used curatively. Closer 

interlinking of systems from the grid control system (DSA, WAMS, etc.) and the Special Protection 

Scheme will enable fast reactions that can be optimally adapted to grid operations and are also 

dynamically evaluated. Due to the complexity of such a system, realisation will only be possible after 

2030. 

3.3 System operation processes 
In the future, the processes of system operation will be carried out at European level, especially for the 

operational planning time frame, in order to comply with regulatory requirements on the one hand and 

to use synergies and jointly solve bottlenecks on the other. At the European level, curative measures 

are already used in operations (e.g. in France and Belgium) and will be taken into account in future 

international processes. The framework conditions must be set by the European Commission, national 

regulatory authorities, ACER as well as the industry association ENTSO-E and other relevant 

stakeholders and implemented accordingly by the grid operators, Significant Grid Users (SGUs) and 

RSCs/RCCs2. This results in new requirements for the coordination processes, data exchange, the grid 

control system and the reliability of the systems. The national further developments in the processes of 

system governance described below must be in line with these European requirements. 

The first evolutionary stage in operational planning provides for an expansion of the operational planning 

processes so that curative measures can be taken into account in the grid security calculations. For this, 

the so-called contingency analysis must be able to deal with predefined TATL limits. Determining and 

adjusting the way curative measures are used will only be possible manually in the first step.  

In the medium term, selected curative measures can be dimensioned in the congestion management 

processes. The processes work with predefined circuit-measure pairs for this purpose. The focus here 

 
2 RSC - Regional Safety Coordinators; RCC - Regional Coordination Centre 
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is on establishing a pool of common defined curative measures in the optimisation processes for the 

day-ahead and intraday time frames. 

In the final stage, a repeating joint optimisation of preventive and curative measures is envisaged in a 

systemic application. In addition, a TSO/DNOs process has been established that allows coordinated 

alignment of curative measures from the distribution grid. 

 

Figure 3-4: Development of the system operation processes 

In real-time operation, the effectiveness of curative measures is assessed by the grid operator in stage 

1 on the basis of the grid security calculation. A manual adjustment is possible in principle. In the case 

of interactions with neighbouring grids, coordination generally takes place by telephone if necessary. 

The application (monitoring, control) is limited to the own control area. In the second stage, curative 

measures can also be triggered across control areas. The increasing complexity is mastered by partially 

automated processes, which helps especially with coordination. In the final stage, the application of 

curative measures is automatically adjusted when the grid situation changes. Affected grid operators 

are also informed automatically and immediately. The grid operator can make adjustments manually if 

necessary. Due to the high complexity of implementation, the introduction of a fully automated process 

is only conceivable after 2030. 

With regard to data exchange, the mode of action of curative measures in operational planning and real-

time operation is taken into account in existing data formats (e.g. UCTE). If necessary, process-related 

and tool-related special solutions are implemented for this. It is not necessary to pass on information on 
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the reactions of curative measures between the processes, as the use is determined and specified by 

planning. In the second stage, existing and by then newly introduced data formats are established for a 

consideration of flexibly applicable curative measures. Relevant information can also be exchanged in 

real-time operation using suitable formats via the existing control centre coupling. In the final stage, 

information on the curative application of power stations and flexibilities from the distribution grid can 

now also be taken into account in the data formats, which facilitates application planning and makes 

retrieval more reliable. 

3.4 System operation tools 
In the field of action system operation tools, the necessary developments are seen primarily in the areas 

of system analysis and system optimisation, control and interfaces (see Figure 3-5). 

The grid analysis and monitoring functions are upgraded for the first stage in such a way that curative 

measures can be mapped in their planning-defined mode of action. The focus will be primarily on the 

steady-state assessment of the system state and, on the DSOs side, the analysis of the first suitable 

use cases for curative flexibility provision. In the medium term, the second stage will enable joint 

dimensioning of preventive and curative measures, especially in operational planning, taking into 

account effects on the distribution grid, so that application can be flexibly designed depending on the 

grid situation. In addition, further tools will be available, such as for the calculation of TATL limits or for 

the assessment of grid and system stability (DSA). In the final stage, real-time optimisation will be 

possible to update the curative intervention. In addition, automated data platforms facilitate the 

exchange of relevant information in real time and across grids. Here, too, full-scale application is only 

realistic after 2030 due to very high complexity. 

In the first stage, the control of curative measures can already be realised centrally via the grid control 

system. In most cases, central control will serve as a backup, as curative measures are usually 

controlled decentrally via Special Protection Schemes. The application of the measures is determined 

once in the course of the design. However, the grid operator has the possibility to make manual 

adjustments to the control module. In the medium term, this function will become established in the grid 

control system as a possibility for slow to fast triggering. Further functions, such as cross-control-zone 

(indirect) control, automatic success control and the triggering of redundancy measures, are tested in 

this stage. In the long term, the partially automated central control system will develop into an automated 

control area and voltage level spanning control system, as a prerequisite for standardised use. Faster 

error detection and processing procedures improve performance and increase reliability. 
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Figure 3-5: Development of tools for system operation 

With regard to GCS interfaces, the first stage focuses on the interface between the SpPS and the grid 

control system. By extending this interface, a closer interlocking (adjustments via GCS) of the two 

systems is possible. In the second stage, the interface between the grid control system and selected 

curative measures has been upgraded to allow fast and reliable central control. Building on this, to 

achieve the last stage, this development will also be implemented at the interface between the control 

systems of the grid operators (TSO/TSO, TSO/DNOs). The interfaces between the grid control systems 

for curative control are partly already tested in the previous stage within the framework of pilot projects. 

In this stage, curative measures will be managed through both centralised and decentralised 

approaches. 
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need for regulatory adaptation by experts from politics and regulatory affairs. In addition to the 
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prerequisites for curative application, this is also a matter of rapid and accelerated implementation of 

the measures. For the second stage, the necessary need for adaptation has been completely recorded 

and initial activities to adapt or amend the law have already been initialised. When the last stage is 

reached, all regulatory requirements for curative application are fulfilled, which clearly regulates the 

rights of the grid operator but also the obligations of the system operator. 

 

Figure 3-6: Development of the fields of regulatory framework, approval, standards and contracts 

Owing to required approvals, it will not be possible in the short term to replace switchyards that restrict 

the potential for higher utilisation. In the first stage, however, it is conceivable that the switchgear 

upgrade for prioritised circuits and the associated approval process will be triggered. The same applies 

to the discussion on adapting the approval process in terms of acceleration and simplification. By 

identifying the hurdles but also the opportunities at an early stage, the approval process can be made 

more efficient in the medium term, enabling faster implementation of the switchyards upgrade, which 

can increase the higher utilisation potential in the extended monitoring area of curative measures. In the 

long term, if an exemption is granted in the approval process with regard to the temporary higher 

utilisation of plants in the context of curative application (max. up to 15 minutes), the number of required 

switchgear field upgrades can be significantly reduced. 

With regard to standards and contracts, in stage 1 the concept development of curative measures is 

oriented towards the existing stipulations in relevant guidelines and contracts. From an initial 
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observation, gaps are identified and, based on this, requirements in terms of adaptations are defined. 

In the medium term, the first guidelines can already be adapted on the basis of the gap analysis. The 

curative application will be taken into account in new follow-up contracts to be concluded. In the long 

term, curative application will be an integral part of guidelines and contracts, which will allow curative 

application concepts to be designed in a technology-open manner. 

3.6 Cyber security 
In the further development of cyber security, it should be emphasised that the gradual implementation 

of measures to improve cyber security is only linked in places to the implementation of curative 

congestion management. 

In the first stage, isolated measures for validating and checking the plausibility of measured values and 

control commands will be tested as part of the pilot projects. At the same time, when selecting new 

equipment, care is taken to ensure that methods for validating and checking the plausibility of measured 

values and control commands can be implemented with them. In the medium term, with the increase in 

curative measures and the associated abundance of relevant variables for fault identification and 

control, such “simple” measures will be used throughout. In some cases, more intelligent protective 

measures are already available for this stage, which are used in combination with the established 

measures on a test basis. These typically include the additional inclusion of weather data and sensor 

technology in order to be able to carry out a more precise validation and plausibility check. In the final 

stage, both simple and intelligent protection measures are applied across the board for validation and 

plausibility purposes. 

In the first pilot projects, so-called intrusion detection systems (IDS) or directly more extensive systems 

for security information and event management (SIEM) are installed at suitable points in the process 

grid. The rules laid down in the systems will be further developed and optimised in the medium and long 

term on the basis of the experience gained. Finally, the findings from monitoring the process grid can 

be merged with other data sources to enable comprehensive attack detection. 

Measures for authentication of communication partners and for ensuring integrity are already being used 

in the piloting phase of curative application concepts. These two aspects are always taken into 

consideration when introducing new concepts and adapted according to needs. The long-term goal is 

that all communication partners are generally mutually authenticated and that all exchanged information 

is protected from manipulation on the transmission path by integrity security measures. 
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Figure 3-7: Further development of cyber security 
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and associations must create the necessary framework conditions so that curative call-off can be 

integrated into the control process for congestion management and the necessary information is 

available from plant operators for this purpose.  

Figure 3-8 shows a selection of relevant stakeholders assigned to the six fields of action. 

 
Figure 3-8: Relevant stakeholders (selection) in relation to InnoSys fields of action 
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4. Conclusion and outlook 

4.1 Conclusion 
In the InnoSys 2030 research project, the most important principles for curative application were 

elaborated. It was shown how the different technology concepts can be integrated into the processes of 

system operation and which systems have to be adapted or newly developed for this purpose. The high 

reduction potential for preventive redispatch could be demonstrated on the basis of steady-state power 

flow calculations. Dynamic investigations have shown that the higher load can be managed in terms of 

stability if sufficient steady-state and dynamic reactive power sources are available in the electrical grid. 

The concepts developed in the project were tested within the framework of demonstrator projects and 

field tests, which, among other things, also highlighted the practical challenges. Finally, the 

implementation of the concepts was described in the form of a roadmap, which includes six important 

fields of action and shows a step-by-step realisation in the form of evolutionary stages.  

Nevertheless, beyond InnoSys 2030, there are further important research topics and open questions in 

the context of higher utilisation and curative congestion management, which are briefly outlined below: 

• Thermal modelling of equipment: In the project, the thermal consideration for calculating the 

TATL limits focused on the overhead line. There is a need for further research into thermal 

modelling for primary technical equipment such as switchgear and converters. 

• Power flow optimisation: In the power flow optimisation, all technology concepts except for 

those of the topology switching measures were considered in combination. Due to the 

complexity of topology optimisation, innovative approaches are needed to solve such 

optimisation problems. 

• DSA: In InnoSys 2030, the subordinate grids were considered in aggregated form in the 

dynamic simulation. For a more accurate representation of the distribution grid, 

corresponding dynamic models of the distribution grid are required. 

Other open issues include: 

• In InnoSys 2030, sensitivity analyses were carried out to investigate the effectiveness of 

curative measures. In further studies, operational aspects (permissible control ranges of 

HVDC/PST, operational controllability, consideration of replacement and redundancy 

measures) should be dealt with in more detail. 

• Economic benefit: In InnoSys 2030, the benefits of curative congestion management were 

presented on the basis of redispatch reduction. Initial quantitative estimates of cost savings 

were made based on historical data. Further studies are needed to assess the overall 

economic benefits. 
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• A detailed consideration of the interactions between the transmission and distribution grid 

has not been carried out in the project. This applies in particular to the possible constraint 

of curative measures and the use of power flow control equipment due to technical 

restrcyberions in the distribution grid. With regard to the implementation of curative system 

operation, further individual case studies must therefore be carried out. 

• The analysis of a curative grid management to control congestion in the distribution grid 

was not part of the project. However, conceptual analyses have shown that the solution 

approaches developed in InnoSys 2030 can in principle also be transferred to the high-

voltage grid. Further studies are required to specify the need for further development and 

concrete applications on the one hand, and to assess the technical and economic benefits 

on the other.  

• Consideration of curative grid management in grid planning within the framework of the 

NOVA principle: Appropriate framework conditions must be worked out to take curative 

application concepts into account in grid planning. Based on this, it should be shown which 

technologies are available and can be used in the planning horizon. 

4.2 Outlook 
In the InnoSys 2030 project, the theoretical foundations for curative congestion management were 

described and dealt with in detail. With the project ending in December 2021, it is important for a quick 

implementation that the results are directly followed up and the first activities are started. Fundamental 

to successful implementation will be pilot projects that, building on the initial experience, will help 

transmission system operators to improve the concepts and enable faster realisation of further concepts. 

Projects such as the grid booster pilots are already in concrete planning stages. Further uses for curative 

application will be internally evaluated by the grid operator after the end of the project. 

The fields of action and development steps described in the roadmap are to be concretised together 

with the stakeholders involved so that activities can be initialised on this basis. The grid operators 

involved have already started to think about this. For successful implementation, it is important that 

curative congestion management is further developed in an interdisciplinary manner. Various platforms 

(conferences, workshops, etc.) are used to publicise the concepts and to engage in exchange with the 

stakeholders involved. In addition, further research projects are in the pipeline that will build on the 

results of InnoSys 2030. In order to maintain the discourse on curative congestion management with 

the stakeholders already involved (InnoSys advisory board) beyond InnoSys 2030, a regular stakeholder 

meeting is already planned. 
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List of abbreviations 

ACER Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators 

BImSchV Ordinance on the implementation of the Federal Immission Control Act 

BSI Federal Office for Information Security 

CA Control area 

CCGT Combined cycle gas turbine plant 

DSA Dynamic Stability Assessment 

DSG Distribution system grid 

DSO Distribution System Operator 

ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity 

EnWG German Energy Industry Act 

GCS Grid control system 

HVDC High Voltage Direct Current Transmission 

IDS Intrusion Detection System 

NOVA Grid optimisation, before -reinforcement, before -expansion 

NRA National Regulatory Authority 

OP Operational planning 

PMU Phasor Measurement Unit 

PS Power station 

PST Phase-shifting transformer 

RCC Regional Coordination Center 

RSC Regional Security Coordinator 

SGU Significant Grid User 
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SIEM Security Information and Event Management 

SpPS Special Protection Scheme 

TATL Temporary Admissible Transmission Loading 

TSG Transmission system grid 

TSO Transmission system operator 

UDP Unit dispatch planning 

WAMS Wider Area Monitoring System 
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